CodeForward conference
CLOUD COMPUTING
April 7, 2017

Sound Garden Hotel
18 Żwirki i Wigury St, Warsaw

Register at http://codeforward.pl
Speakers & Topics

Tomasz Stachlewski (AWS)
“Creating a Serverless Application”

Jim Fanning (AWS)
“Innovation at Amazon”

Jean-Pierre Le Goaller (AWS)
“Microservices/DevOps in the Cloud”

Singhal Ajay (Luxoft)
“Big Data & Cloud: WOO! (World of Opportunities!)”

Tomasz Olszewski / Marta Firlej (Credit Suisse)
“Lean Principles in Testing”

Filip Wójcik (Credit Suisse)
“Water-powered Machine Learning: Gradient Boosting Machines in H2O.ai”

Tomasz Dubikowski (Ocado)
“Let’s Play – Quality Micro & Macro”

Michał Buczko (New Voice Media)
“DevTest Pairing in DevOps”

James Bowkett (Excelian)
“Blockchain: The Important Bits”

Bartosz Jankiewicz (Credit Suisse)
“Using Akka to Crunch Fault Tolerance Challenges in the Cloud”

Sławomir Stanek (Microsoft/Pepco)
“Build Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery with Microsoft Azure”

Oleksii Fedorov (Pivotal Labs)
“Microservices and Mobile”

Darren Voisey (Excelian)
“Serverless in the Cloud”

Piotr Boniński (Microsoft)
“Azure – a Cloud Like Any Other?”